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Agreement is an event in which the parties bound themselves one to the other to implement something . In other words, the agreement is one of the most widely source raises the engagement because of legal agreements embracing an open system so that community members are free to enter into agreement. Kelurahan Kepel is an area that most citizens have livelihood pond because it is close to the coast so most of the people Village Kepel cultivate the land as land for a living . But people around doing the agreement partially incompatible with the implementation of the terms of the agreement, so that the authors chose to conduct this research that turned out in the agreement do not meet the terms of agreement .

Departing from existing titles, the problems at the lift by the authors is how the implementation of the results carried out by the community Kepel, how Mahzab Hambalidalam according to the results of the implementation of the agreement and how the event of a dispute under the agreement.

This study is an empirical law because the data presented is true or real, is to come directly to the pond in the Village Kepel Pasuruan. Penelitian City empirical law has the objective to describe a state explains how the law in sharing agreement in the view.

Results from this study indicate that the contract that allows people Kepel is Mudharabah muqayyadah. Muqayyadah Mudharabah is a profit-sharing agreement between the two sides that have certain requirements, according to the Hanbali school of that implementation of the agreement in the village there is a corresponding Kepel namu some are not appropriate, and the settlement of disputes in an agreement the problem is by way of mediation.